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	Join the Raspberry revolution with these fun and easy Piprojects


	The Raspberry Pi has opened up a whole new world of innovationfor everyone from hardware hackers and programmers to students,hobbyists, engineers, and beyond. Featuring a variety of hands-onprojects, this easy-to-understand guide walks you through everystep of the design process and will have you creating like aRaspberry Pi pro in no time. You’ll learn how to prepare yourworkspace, assemble the necessary tools, work with test equipment,and find your way around the Raspberry Pi before moving on to aseries of fun, lively projects that brings some power to your plainol’ Pi.

	
		Introduces Raspberry Pi basics and gives you a solidunderstanding of all the essentials you’ll need to take onyour first project
	
		Includes an array of fun and useful projects that show you howto do everything from creating a magic light wand to enhancing yourdesigns with Lego sensors, installing and writing games for theRISC OS, building a transistor tester, and more
	
		Provides an easy, hands-on approach to learning more aboutelectronics, programming, and interaction design for Makers andinnovators of all ages



	Bring the power of Pi to your next cool creation withRaspberry Pi Projects For Dummies!
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Trading to Win: The Psychology of Mastering the Markets (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 1998
A breakthrough programfor achieving new heights of trading success
The product of a five-year collaboration between Dr. Ari Kiev, a leading psychiatrist renowned for his success with Olympic athletes, and top equities trader Steve Cohen, Trading to Win gives you the essential tools to overcome outmoded, self-limiting beliefs and mindsets that...
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Brilliant HTML & CSSPearson Education, 2009
Brilliant HTML & CSS is a visual quick reference book that teaches all that you need to know to create clean, forward-looking, standards-compliant, accessible Web sites using HTML & CSS. It will give you a solid grounding on the theory, coding skills, and best practices needed to use HTML & CSS to build sophisticated web pages a...
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Yakuza: Japan's Criminal Underworld, Expanded EditionUniversity of California Press, 2003

	Known for their striking full-body tattoos and severed fingertips, Japan's gangsters comprise a criminal class eighty thousand strong—more than four times the size of the American Mafia. Despite their criminal nature, the yakuza are accepted by fellow Japanese to a degree guaranteed to shock most Westerners. Here is the first book...
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Machine Learning and Knowledge Discovery in Databases: European Conference, Antwerp, BelgiumSpringer, 2008


	When in 1986 Yves Kodratoff started the European Working Session on Learning

	at Orsay, France, it could not be foreseen that the conference would grow

	year by year and become the premier European conference of the field, attracting

	submissions from all over the world. The first European Conference on

	Principles of Data Mining...
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Python Standard Library (Nutshell Handbooks)O'Reilly, 2001
Python Standard Library, an essential guide for serious Python programmers, delivers accurate, author-tested documentation of all the modules in the Python Standard Library, along with over 300 annotated example scripts using the modules. This version of the book covers all the new modules and related information...
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C# 3.0 Unleashed: With the .NET Framework 3.5Sams Publishing, 2008
Whether you need an approachable on-ramp to .NET or you want to enhance your skills, C# 3.0 Unleashed is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to the solutions you seek. You’ll learn to do more with the new tools that are available, including Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework Class Libraries. Throughout this book, you’ll get a...
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